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At Honda, Performance First™ is a philosophy that is

the very DNA of everything we do. Power is one way

to measure performance. But what about the way a

PERFORMANCE FIRST
TOURING

bike handles? What about how long it will last, and

how comfortable it is? How about the way your new

Gold Wing® is built, or the attention to fit and finish?

At Honda, we think all that and more are part of

your new motorcycle’s performance, and it shows.

We strive for excellence—for Performance First—

in each and every one of those areas. It’s the

philosophy we’ve always had. It’s the philosophy

that’s always set Honda apart. And it’s the philoso-

phy that makes your new Honda Gold Wing unique.

Listen very, very carefully and you’ll hear it. The
open road, calling out, beckoning you to discover
all those little places on the map everyone else
ignores. What are you waiting for?

Everybody needs to eat—but it’s up to
you whether you’re going to inhale another cardboard burger or sit down and enjoy
a real meal. And everybody travels—but
it’s up to you whether you’re going to
drone down the interstate in a car or
actively participate in an adventure. Every
motorcyclist knows that, and touring riders know it better than anyone else.
And now the road less traveled is even
more enjoyable, because you can explore
it on the best Honda Gold Wing there’s
ever been: a machine Cycle World named
Best Touring Bike in 20011 and Rider
named 2001 Motorcycle of the Year.2
What makes the 1832cc Gold Wing so revolutionary? Quite simply, it elevates motorcycle touring to the highest level
of performance and handling ever.
Let’s start by looking at the engine. Gold Wings have always been on the
cutting edge of touring-bike engine design. For our latest model, we kept the
horizontally opposed six-cylinder configuration—a layout that’s unparalleled for smoothness. It offers more displacement than any other mass-production engine in motorcycling, and it’s one of the most sophisticated too.
A specially designed 50-psi Keihin® fuel-injection system delivers not only
maximum performance, but together with twin catalytic converters con-

radiators improve cooling, and the engine sits farther forward in the
frame, letting you move closer to the steering pivot for superb road
feel and steering input.

tributes to the Gold Wing’s extraordinarily low emissions levels—your Gold

Then there’s your Gold Wing’s aluminum chassis, another first in the

Wing easily exceeds the nation’s most stringent emissions requirements, the

industry for a touring machine. Its dual-spar design is inspired by our

2008 California Air Resources Board (CARB) standards, by over 50 percent. The

best sportbikes and racing machines, yet it’s a full 25 pounds lighter

SOHC

with

than a steel frame. A single-sided Pro Arm® cast-aluminum swingarm

shim-under-bucket valve adjustment—a feature right off our racebikes—yet

incorporates the driveshaft housing and makes it easier than ever to

offer extraordinary 32,000-mile inspection intervals. Twin side-mounted

remove and replace the rear wheel.

cylinder

heads

use

a

parallel-two-valve

design

Because the Gold Wing’s

The Gold Wing uses a pair

engine was designed with

of single overhead

high output as a primary

camshafts, driven via silent

performance goal, we gave

multi-plate chains. The

it a shim-under-bucket

chains feature maintenance-

valve adjustment system.

free automatic adjusters,

It’s designed to be strong,

so they’re strong, quiet

trouble-free, and features

and reliable—just what

an incredible 32,000-mile

you want in an engine.

inspection interval.

How far away from home do you need to ride
before you feel like you’re on a real vacation? Five hundred miles? A thousand? Two
thousand? On a Gold Wing, it’s all up to you.

and there’s an ingenious ratcheting windshield-adjustment system with six
settings so you can fine-tune your wind protection and still-air envelope.
A slow-speed electric reverse engages with a simple handlebar-mounted control, and the Gold Wing features an instrument cluster with a high-resolution multi-display LCD screen, as well as sharp white-on-black analog

You expect your Honda to handle great and
run just as well, but your new Gold Wing
has a lot more to offer. The features and

gauges with adjustable backlighting and high luminescence for fast, easy
reading. And the engine isn’t the only powerhouse: The Gold Wing’s alternator puts out an unheard of 1100 watts!

luxury that we build into every Gold Wing,

Time to stop? Every Gold Wing comes with Honda’s proven Linked Braking

for example. Take the luggage system: While

System™ (LBS™), while we also offer an optional model equipped with our latest

it’s streamlined and stylish, the trunk and

Anti-lock Brake System (ABS) for even better control during hard braking.

saddlebags swallow an incredible 147 liters
of luggage—that’s even more than our cavernous 1520cc Gold Wings could. You can
even fit two full-face helmets in the trunk,
and you can lock the luggage system or
unlatch the trunk with a remote key-lock.
Last year we introduced an all-new hydraulic
rear suspension that operates at the touch of
a button. It comes with a two-position memory, perfect for riding solo or two-up.* The

Audio? The Gold Wing’s sound system is probably better than the sound system in your living room, with features like a standard intercom, automatic
volume control, and of course an optional CB radio and a remote six-disc CD
player that nestles in its own special trunk compartment.
To really make your Gold Wing stand out, we have over 60 Honda Genuine
Accessories ™ from which to choose. We also offer six great paint choices this
year: a Red and a Blue with ChromaFlair ® light-interference pigment, which
changes hue as the light plays over it; an outrageous, unique Pearl Orange; a
stunning Metallic Silver, Pearl Yellow and an elegant, classic Black.

uniquely styled motorized headlight-aiming

Make your next vacation something to remember. Experience a new Honda

system easily adjusts for any ride height,

Gold Wing. Because some memories are meant to last forever.

SPECIFICATIONS

GOLD WING
Model
Engine
Transmission
Cruise control

GL1800/GL1800A

COLORS

1832cc liquid-cooled horizontally opposed six-cylinder
Five-speed including overdrive, plus electric reverse
Standard equipment
Illusion Red

Front brakes

Rear brake
Front suspension
Rear suspension

Dry weight
Seat height
Colors
Sound system

Honda Genuine
Accessories
(Partial listing)

Dual full-floating 296mm discs with LBS three-piston calipers
(optional ABS version available)
Single ventilated 316mm disc with LBS three-piston caliper
45mm fork with anti-dive system, 5.5 inches of travel

Illusion Blue

Pro Arm single-sided swingarm with Pro-Link;® electronically controlled spring-preload
adjustment with two memory presets, 4.1 inches of travel
792 pounds (799 pounds with ABS)
29.1 inches

Pearl Orange

Illusion Red, Illusion Blue, Pearl Orange, Pearl Yellow, Metallic Silver, Black
Panasonic® audio system with two enclosed 25-watt peak power speakers, 12 FM and 6 AM
station presets, weatherband radio, station auto-select, auto volume control, audio mute,
headset-ready intercom and ergonomically designed controls mounted on left handlebar
Carbon-type front-fender ornament set, carbon-type trunk molding kit, carbon-type saddlebag
molding kit, carbon-type instrument accent, aluminum-type instrument accent, chrome trunk
rack, chrome windshield garnish, chrome exhaust tips, fairing side air deflectors, special cylinder
head cover emblems (four types), deluxe headsets,** passenger audio controller, 12V DC accessory
socket kit, nylon saddlebag/trunk liner set, saddlebag/trunk mat set, seat weather cover, full
cycle cover, front fender emblem, windshields (tall or short), windshield side air deflectors
(standard or tall), Gold Wing owner’s manual folio

Pearl Yellow

Metallic Silver

Black

WHAT’S IN A NAME? When you choose a new Honda Gold Wing, you’ve done more than just pick a great
way to enjoy life on two wheels. You’ve become a member of the Honda family. And that means your fun is just
beginning. On the next page, we’ve listed some of the programs available to you as a Honda owner, each one
designed to help you enjoy your new Honda as much as possible. Just ask your Honda Dealer for more details.
And welcome to the Honda family—we look forward to riding with you.
At Honda, we also believe in performance and leadership, and that’s why we’re taking a leadership position when it comes to the environment. We continue to develop low-emission technologies
for our current and future motorcycles, ATVs and scooters. We already produce models that exceed the
stringent 2008 CARB emissions requirements years ahead of schedule. And that’s the kind of performance everybody can appreciate.

BE A RESPONSIBLE RIDER. Riding a motorcycle is an exercise in responsibility—to yourself, to others,
to the environment and to the sport. So remember, wear a helmet, eye protection and protective clothing whenever you ride. Never ride under the influence of drugs or alcohol, inspect your motorcycle before riding, read your
owner’s manual, and see your local Honda Dealer concerning reimbursement through the Honda Rider’s Club of
America for Motorcycle Safety Foundation rider training.† Always obey local laws, use common sense, and respect
the rights of others when you ride. Make sure you have a proper license when riding on public roads, and never
modify your exhaust system.

ACCESSORIES
How’s this for luxury: The Six-

It’s hard to imagine anything

Disc CD Changer Kit fits flush

you could add to your new

under your Gold Wing’s trunk

Gold Wing to make it any more

deck and is controlled from

comfortable, but here’s a sug-

the handlebar switch. Along

gestion. Take a look at our

with the CB Radio Kit, it’s a

Windshield Side Air Deflectors

great audio-system upgrade.

for even more wind protection.

Cold outside? Your Gold Wing

Let there be light! The option-

already has great weather

al Foglights for your new

protection, but here’s a way

Gold Wing not only look

to make it even better. The

great and really dress up

Heated Grips are just one

your bike, but you’ll find

more example of our wide-

they also help to brighten

ranging accessory line.

up the road considerably.

No matter which color you

Who wouldn’t like a little

choose for your new Gold

more chrome on their motor-

Wing, we’ve got a wide

cycle? Well, we’ve got a

selection of color-matched

whole line of chrome acces-

accessories for every color

sories from which to choose,

choice. Here we’ve high-

like the Chrome Front Disc

lighted the Trunk Spoiler.

Cover set shown here.

Log on to our website at honda.com for more information about Honda Genuine Accessories.

PROGRAMS THAT PERFORM
You chose your new Honda Gold Wing because it has so many great
features. But there’s more—a lot more. Like all of the great programs
available to you as a Honda owner. Take the Honda Protection Plans,
for example.†† They let you extend virtually all of your Honda’s great
warranty coverage. Then there’s the Honda Rider’s Club of America.™‡
Open to all Honda owners, the benefits alone make it a bargain. Just
call 1-800-847-HRCA.® Interested in some accessories to make your
Gold Wing even more fun? Make sure you check out our selection of
Honda Genuine Accessories. Time for service? Be sure to ask for
Pro Honda ™ Oils and Chemicals. And if you’re looking for a way to
pay for your new Honda Gold Wing, we’ve got two great suggestions.
First, ask about the American Honda Finance Corporation.. ‡‡ If you’re
a qualified buyer, your dealer can set everything up for you right in
the showroom. Another easy way is to put it on the Honda Card ™
revolving charge card.◊ You can use the Honda Card to purchase Honda
parts and Honda Genuine Accessories too. And be sure to ask your Honda
Dealer about MSF rider training, because sooner or later, Stupid hurts.®
Hey, we think our family of Honda motorcycles is the best there is. And
we think you deserve the best programs and support to go with them.

Specifications, programs and availability subject to change without notice. See your Honda Dealer for
details on all programs. All specifications in this brochure—including colors, warranty terms, HRCA,
etc.—apply only to models sold and registered in the United States. 1Cycle World, 7/01. 2Rider, 6/01.
*Gold Wing GVWR 1,180 pounds. Gold Wing with ABS GVWR 1,186 pounds. **Headsets required for operation of intercom. Headsets may be illegal in your area. Check state and local laws before purchase.
†Maximum reimbursement $75. ††The Honda Protection Plans are administered by the American Honda
Service Contract Corporation in the state of Florida. ‡One-year complimentary membership for new,
unregistered motorcycles purchased from participating dealers. ‡‡Financing available on approved credit by AHFC. ◊Financing available to qualified customers subject to credit approval from Conseco Bank,
Inc. on the Honda Card program at participating dealers. Performance First,™ Gold Wing,® Pro Arm,® Linked
Braking System,™ LBS,™ Honda Genuine Accessories,™ Pro Link,® Honda Rider’s Club of America,™ HRCA,®
Pro Honda,™ Honda Card ™ and Stupid hurts® are trademarks of Honda Motor Co., Ltd. Panasonic is a
registered trademark of Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd. Keihin is a registered trademark of
Keihin Mfg. Co., Ltd. The ChromaFlair® trademark is a federally registered trademark owned by Flex
Products, Inc. and is used by permission. ©2001 American Honda Motor Co., Inc. (8/01) Printed in the
U.S.A. A1487
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